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with great power, comes great responsibility

I-Ching & The World of Metaphysics

Newsletter volume 39th , Dec 8th-January 2009 4th
The Chinese Month of Rat

Dec 7th 2008-January 4th 2009
This is a month of Rat and Flying Star 7 arrives.
The combinations of annual 1-white star and monthly 7 Red star resulted in
‘overshadow’ of current situation whereby things are in dark, bored, and monotonous
state. Things are not the same, last Christmas and this year has huge differences, the
road that we traveled and the path that we crossed left with only nostalgic feeling.
Summary:
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TOPOGRAPHY-the antenna concept exists more than 4,000 years ago
Traditional Feng Shui had placed great emphasis on landform or topography. Such
creation is the result of the formation of hard landforms that transform into different
‘shapes’ and ‘forms’. The process of such formation requires time and energy and as a
result different shapes and forms one-way or the other posses certain kind or unkind
energy. The radiation of such subtle energy will depend upon time period and
surrounding factors. Ancient Chinese long believed that a tip of a mountain (protruding)
would receive information from the sky, as a result of cosmic changes, and reflect such
energy outwards. So you can see that the concept of antenna already exist more than
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4,000 years ago. Below are some examples of traditional findings on different types of
landforms and its implications. It is for reference only since most are either obsolete or
outdated.
Well 井
1. The position of well should be one that is auspicious setting. That will lead to healthy and bright
kids.
2. Well in the Kin sector lead to unfavorable for kids, causes head related health problem as well
as limb.
3. Well in Boar sector, causes smart and bright kids, health and energetic human
4. Well in Yam sector, fame and fortune but causes nose related health problem.
5. Well in Ham sector, causes theft, ear and stomach problem. Insomnia and bad dreams.
6. Well in Kwai sector, wealthy but not so healthy. Might causes 6 fingers baby with uneven lip
and possible twin.
7. Well in Ox, throat related problem.
8. Long well signify wealth, educated person, might cause adoption of kids, attain land from far
away land.
9. Well in Tiger sector, heavy fire accident, lethargic and unusual behaviors.
10. Well in Kap sector, wealth but in conducive for having baby and legs having problem.
11. Well in Chan sector, older son strain and lethargic, prone to fire accident
12. Well in Yuet sector, nice looking son and daughter, bright and smart kids
13. Well in Dragon sector, prone to miscarriage, constant argument among siblings
14. Well in Shun sector, sustainable wealth, elder daughter well educated, smart son and
daughter.
15. Well in Snake sector, fortune but not so in fame. Well educated person
16. Well in Peng sector, cohesive among family members, good career advancement in
government postings, filial values adhere.
17. Well in Lei sector, causes blind of eye related sickness.
18. Well in Ding sector, causes big family with wealth passing from generation to generation.
19. Well in Goat sector, posses land, property and fame
20. Well in Kwan sector, posses wealth but not happiness, unclear direction and mid.
21. Well in Monkey sector, causes night theft, miscarriage and etc
22. Well in Kang sector, wealth, strong and invincible values
23. Well in Dui sector, bad for health, slanting mouth, and unusual sickness
24. Well in San sector, slim and unusual sickness.
25. Well in Dog sector, fire related sickness especially to male.
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What causes the strain relation between couple? (Husband and wife)
1. The Sha sector of wealth is dented that will cause couple to quarrel.
2. The left and right side of stove is dashing with the door that causes argument
3. Kin (Northwest) sector is much taller than the Shun sector resulted quarrel and inaccommodative husband.
4. Slanting door causes bad argument
5. Wood that is uneven cause constant quarrel
6. Rabbit dashes Rooster and vice versa, Rat and Horse dashing each other in Life pillars.
What causes siblings to quarrel?
1. Inauspicious fire and metal elements clashing causes siblings to quarrel
2. Left Sha (small slope or hill) with small river causes siblings to kill
3. Left and right Sha (small slope or hill mutually diverging
4. Right Sha has an open area causes inharmonious family
5. North and South are diverging from each other; siblings are unable to live peacefully.

Family Matters
1. Left and right side at front has small door causes good and respected wife
2. Kwan (Southwest) sector is higher resulted wife in command
3. Shun sector is tall resulted feminine power especially elderly
4. Dui (West) and Lei (South) sectors taller signify feminine status especially middle and
youngest female
5. Right side of the house is taller than left that causes female in charge
6. Chan sector (East) is too low, eldest son in deep fear.

Litigation Matters
1. Right side has an open area (door/dented site) causes litigation problem
2. House that is too old with holes and clutter
3. Left and right area are diverging outwards
4. Shoulders having an sharp object
5. Right area of your building having a tall tree that is tilted inwards
6. Rear of your building is having an object that is dashing your door
7. Small house/hut/barn in front of your building with the arrival of yearly Sak
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8. Fire in Ham sector (North) causes bad predicament
9. Fire and Water clashing causes middle son in trouble
10. 2 sickness star arrive at Chan Sector, any renovation will cause quarrel in property related
matters
11. Right side is having a strong wind flow from Kin (Northwest).

Heavy Drinker
1. Water flow from Kin dragon on through Kin (Northwest) Sector to Ding or Horse
2. Swamp site at Kin sector
3. Water flow from Rabbit (East) to Rooster (West) or vice versa
4. Diverted Sha with strong wind flow

Heavy Gambler
1. Left Sha diverges into two
2. Cross junction dashing towards your building
3. Dented Sha in front of your building
4. Heavy or big water dashing towards your site

Guys who like to flirt
1. The location of well is the ‘tou hua’ (relationship) sector
2. Metal star meets with rat (north) water
3. Metal and Water stars meeting each other
4. Metal star locates in the ‘Muk Yee’ (relationship) sector
5. Metal and Water stars meet at ‘ham chee’ (relationship) sector
6. Front Sha is slanting with ‘roll’ scene
7. Rear tree is touching the building
8. Rabbit and Horse areas with water
9. In front of house there is a long pond
10. Kang Dragon meets with Rooster in life pillars
11. Metal and Water at ‘Muk Yee’ relationship
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Conceiving (Pregnant) Opportunities
1. 6-Star in command, 8-Star in Dui sector while 9-Star in Kan sector, with the arrival of I
White star at Bedroom.
2. 5-Star in command, with Kin, Ham and Kan with the arrival of 1-White Star.
3. 4-Star in command, bedroom in Kwan sector with door at Horse or Bed at Horse sector
with door open at Kwan, or Bed at Dui sector with door open at Kwan, bed at Kwan

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

sector with door open at Dui sector or bed at Horse with door open at Dui or Bed at Dui
with door open at Dui with the condition that 1 white star arrive at the bedroom.
3-Star in command, bedroom at Kan sector with door open at Chan or bed a Chan
sector with door open at Kan. Bed at ham sector with door open at Kan or bed at Kan
with door open at Ham, with the arrival of 1 white star perhaps a new born will arrive.
2-Star in command, 1 White at Shun with 6-star at Lei while 8-Star at Kwan (with both
bed and door located here)
1-Star in command, 6-Star in Ham while 8-star in Chan (with both bed and door
located here)
9-Star in command, Kin, Shun and Kwan.
8-Star in command, bed at 1 White star at Dui
7-Star in command, 8-star in Kin, 1 White Star at Kan, monthly 1-white star arrive
causes possible conceiving.

Twin (Male)
-Dog and Kin energies come along with Kwai energy
-Kwan and Shun Water come together
-Two mountaintops in front of house
-Rat and Kwai energies come together
-Rat, Kwai and Yam energies together might get triplet
-Kap, Rabbit and Yuet energies together
Twin (Female)
-Rooster and Shun together result in female twin
-Shui, Lei and Dui sector erected twin tall tower
-In front of house there two diverge rivers or ditches
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Shapes and Sizes with different outcomes
Water Shape (wake like)
-With dark and yin energy couple with slanting slope is bad one (Bad)

Earth Shape
-House foundation unstable resulted in uneven surfaces; such phenomena would result in
grievances among family members. (Bad)
-Nice and cozy square environment without flaws or dent would signify wealth and posses
of property (Good)

Metal Shape
-In front of house there is a bad Sha and inside the house the dented wall and leakage of
the ceiling would cause accidents and grievances among family members. (Bad)
-Sufficient sunlight through the house would bring in fortune (Good)

Fire Shape
-In front of house there is bad Sha, fire accident and bad sicknesses would occur, the
backbone structure of the house is sharp would worsen the matter

Wood Shape
-Tall wood shape signifies academic excellent
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Nine Palaces of Lok Shu numbers
Shun
Lei
Kwan
(Southeast) (South) (Southwest)

Chan

Centre

(East)

Kan
(Northeast)

Dui
(West)

Ham
(North)

Kin
(Northwest)

5-Yellow Star in the Center Palace
-Any disturbance would cause sickness related to inability to speak and hear
-Destruct water element
-5-Yellow in Kin Palace would cause sickness that related to neck or head
-5-Yellow in Dui Palace inauspicious setting would cause younger daughter ill and wealth
to deteriorate
-5-Yellow in Kan would lead to younger son to have sickness, health related to ear and
throat illness
-5-Yellow in Lei Palace would cause sickness to middle daughter, fire related sickness and
accident
-5-Yellow in Ham Palace legal issue and sickness would be rampant, unable to conceive
as well as middle son in financial trouble, sickness related to ear and throat problem.
-5-Yellow in Kwan Palace would cause mother in sickness, coma, ear and throat problem,
and grievances in property and livestock (refer to materials) matters
-5-Yellow in Chan Palace causes elder son to have sickness related to stomach
-5-Yellow in Shun Palace causes elder daughter to have stomach and liver sickness
6-white Star in Kin Palace
-Under auspicious setting, the quality of life improve
-Under inauspicious setting, elderly male would affected
-6-White Star in Dui Palace under auspicious setting would lead you to be a good
7
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enforcement officer or martial artist with possible increase in wealth, under inauspicious
setting, litigation issues prolong, lung and nose health problems
-6-white in Kan Palace cause easy to conceive as well as improve in financial standing,
inauspicious setting would cause younger male to die in the battle field
-6-white in Lei Palace would lead father to have illness related to stomach, lung and nose,
head and neck.
-6-white in Ham Palace result in wealth accumulation in business environment, bad
condition would lead to lavish middle son.
-6-white in Kwan Palace prosper in gaining property as well as livestock, under bad
environment father and mother’ s head, stomach, and tendon in trouble.
-6-white in Chan Palace in worse situation whereby litigation and accidents would occur at
the same time, father is accusing elder son for greed in property snatching
-6-white in Shun Palace causes continuous litigation matters, greed lead to sickness and
headache
-6-white in the Center Palace means wealth improvement especially for father, in bad case
would cause would cause horses to have problems

7-Star in Dui Palace
-Under auspicious setting, the wealth improve especially related to irregular income
-Under inauspicious setting, lung related disease would occur; grievances and theft would
be rampant.
-7-Star in Kan Palace under auspicious setting, wealth would improve, under inauspicious
setting, quarrelling spouses, over budget and overspent, lips related health problem
-7-Star in Lei Palace causes younger daughter to have lung illness, middle daughter to
suffer due to greed, nose and oral grievances
-7-star in Ham Palace would lead to female to conceive easily, under bad condition would
cause younger female and middle male to quarrel, however should there be a pond in the,
the middle son would prosper
-7-star in Kwan Palace silently accumulating wealth, under bad condition younger female to
elope or miscarriage
-7-star in Chan Palace, accident would occur since wood and metal crashing each other;
younger daughter and elder son are not in good terms
-7-star in Shun Palace accident and litigation problem persist, elder and second daughters
not in good terms
-7-star in Center Palace means increase in wealth however in bad environment would
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cause disease in blood cancer
-7-star in Kin Palace cause sibling to have a fight over wealth, lung related sickness, oral
disagreement, younger daughter to offend father
8-White Star in Kan Palace
-Under auspicious setting, the wealth improve especially related to property
-Under inauspicious setting, younger female in constant argument with spouse, younger
male would have health problem in related to throat and ears.
-8-white Star in Lei Palace, accommodates to middle son with lot of properties and
improves in income stream, under inauspicious setting would cause grievances
-8-white star in Ham Palace, middle son to have kidney problem, road accidents and
wealth deteriorate
-8-white star in Kwan Palace would result women to conceive easily and improve in
financial standing, under bad condition, the younger male would be bad both financially
and health
-8-white star in Chan Palace because spleen and stomach to have defect, will also impact
on left hand and left foot
-8-white star in Shun Palace, younger son or male would have stomach ulcer in certain
serious case, elder daughter would commit suicide due to property or financial issue
-8–white star in Center Palace means wealth in property, under bad situation younger
male’s kidney and ear would be affected
-8-white star in Kin Palace means wealth in property, nevertheless in bad setting would
cause younger son to rebel against father, illness related to neck, head and tendon
-8-white star in Dui Palace means increase wealth in property and husband and wife are in
good relationship, good children upbringing and excellent academic results
9-Purple Star in Lei Palace
-Under auspicious setting, easy fame and fortune and easy to conceive
-Under inauspicious setting, female would cause unease to spouse and children, fire
accidents and blood shed scene
-9-purple star in Ham palace, inauspicious setting would cause greed and lust as well as
irregular period for women, angry wife over husband
-9-purple star in Kwan Palace, conceive quality offspring and improve in wealth
-9-purple star in Chan Palace would result in excellent children academically especially
elder son and middle daughter, bad condition would result angry man and woman
-9-purple in Shun Palace, wood and fire brightness that cause smart kid at home that also
conducive for conceiving, under bad condition fire sickness will emerge
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-9-purple star in the Center Palace, fire breeds earth that conceive quality baby and fame
with fortune however under bad condition fire accident and sickness would result especially
to middle female
-9-purple star in Kin Palace means detrimental relate to litigation and accidents, sickness
related to neck and head problems
-9-purple star in Dui Palace causes litigation and accidents, younger daughter and middle
daughter in constant disagreement, teeth, and lung and lips health problems
-9-purple in Kan Palace means wealth in property with fame and fortune, ability to conceive

1-White Star in Ham Palace
-Destruct fire element to cause improvement in wealth
-Under inauspicious setting, would cause drowning due to excessive water, biting by snake
and diarrhea
-1-White star in Kwan under auspicious setting would help agricultural produces to
flourished; inauspicious setting would cause strain relationship between middle son and
mother
-1-White Star in Chan Palace, elder son would improve in wealth; middle son would suffer
under inauspicious setting
-1-White Star in Shun Palace would result in academic excellent and smooth working
environment
-1-White Star in Center Palace would cause floods and stomach related illness especially
to middle son
-1-White Star in Kin Palace would create prosperity especially to middle son; bad condition
would result in poor health and wealth
-1-White Star in Dui Palace is easy for conceiving and wealth improvement, younger
daughter and middle son not in good terms
-1-White Star in Kan Palace means auspicious in the right timing, in bad timing younger
and middle son in constant disagreement
-1-White Star in Lei Palace results in water and fire clashing each other, husband and wife
not in good term
2-Sickness Star in Kwan Palace
-Under inauspicious setting, property owned would be in trouble, mother in health problem
related to stomach, coma, and ear and throat illness
-2-sickness star in Chan palace would cause mother to have stomach illness, strain
relation between elder son and mother in related to property matters
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-2-sickness in Shun Palace would cause mother to have illness related to stomach and
wealth to deteriorate especially to property, resulting in nuns.
-2-sickness in Kin Palace, mother posses wealth but under bad condition wife is
suppressing husband and wealth to deteriorate
-2-sickness in Dui Palace is conducive to have businesses, poor condition would result
younger female to have argument with family members
-2-sickness in Kan Palace result in greed and loss of wealth, mother is accusing younger
son for rebellious
-2-sickness in Lei Palace means prosper in property accumulation, mother and middle
daughter not in good terms
-2-sickness in Kwan Palace resulted mother to have litigation problems in relate to property
matters, middle son to have trouble
3-Navy Green in Chan Palace
-Under auspicious setting, academic excellent would be achieved
-Under inauspicious setting, adultery and work accidents would occur; elder son would be
in trouble
-3-navy Green in Shun palace, elder son in lust and vise activities, constantly overspent
and in litigation issues.
-3–navy Green in Center palace, litigation and accidents
-3-navy Green in Dui Palace would mean rape, litigation as well as financial nightmares
-3-navy Green in Kan Palace would hurt foot especially to younger male, younger male and
older male to have disagreement
-3-navy Green in Lei Palace would achieve academic excellent and lead to well working
status, middle daughter would quarrel with spouse and fire related accident
-3-navy Green in Ham Palace means easy to conceive and achieve academic excellent,
elder and middle son not in good terms, elder son might get snakebite
-3-navy Green in Kwan Palace means quarrel, quarrel and quarrel, elder son rebel against
mother, mother stomach is sick
4-Green in Shun Palace
-Under auspicious setting would cause academic excellent and smooth at work place
-Under inauspicious setting would cause trouble in workplace, elder daughter/female would
be in trouble
-4-Green in Center Palace under inauspicious setting would cause litigation issues, elder
daughter in accidents related to neck and foot
-4-Green in Kin Palace, grievances cause wealth to deteriorate
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-4-Green in Dui Palace, rape and foot related accident, litigation and retreat in wealth
-4-Green in Kan Palace, younger son to have accident and oral grievances
-4-Green in Lei Palace would cause academic excellent and conceive quality baby, poor
environment would cause fire accident or buttock to swell
-4-Green in Ham Palace would result in academic excellent achievement and smooth
working environment, bad environment would let middle son in trouble
-4-Green in Kwan Palace would result in litigation and accidents matters, mother in law and
wife not in good terms
-4-Green in Chan Palace means smooth transition, under band circumstances would
create elder daughter to offend husband and lost in property

Stars in Combination
-147/258/369 combinations is set of ‘three musketeers’ effect which mean that if contain water it will
offer good relationship and in harmonious state
-279 combinations resulted in miscarriage and fire accidents
-256 combinations resulted in weird situation or health in constant jeopardy
-579 combinations when meet with fire element or at South sector would result in cancer
-579 combinations when meet with water element or at North sector would result in excessive
opposite sex attraction that cause extra marital affair
-84 combinations has two implication that is committing suicide by jumping down from high rise
building or earth quake
-48 combination resulted youngest son in accident
-63 combinations resulted in accident or life in DANGER
-74 combinations resulted in surgical operation or out of work
-16 combinations work extremely cohesive as water element in winter period
-27 combination work extremely cohesive as fire element in summer period
-38 combination work extremely cohesive as wood element in spring period
-49 combination work extremely cohesive as metal in autumn period

24-mountains Stem Adoption Theory
Stem (干
干)
Adopt(納
納)
Net Yin/Net Yang 淨陰淨阳
1. Rat (子
Ham(坎
Yang (阳
子)坎)
阳)
2. Ox (丑
Dui (兌
Yin(陰
丑)
兌)
陰)
3. Tiger(寅
Lei(离
Yang (阳
寅)
离)
阳)
4. Rabbit(卯
Chan (震
Yin(陰
卯)
震)

陰)
5. Dragon(辰
Ham(坎
Yang (阳
辰)
坎)
阳)
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6. Snake(已
已)

Dui (兌
兌)

7. Horse(午
午)
8. Goat(未
未)
9. Monkey(申
申)
10. Roster(酉
酉)
11. Dog(戌
戌)

Yin(陰
陰)
Lei(离
离)
Yang (阳
阳)
Chan (震
震)
 Yin(陰
陰)
Ham(坎
坎)
Yang (阳
阳)
Dui (兌
Yin(陰
兌)
陰)

13. Kap(甲
甲)

Lei(离
离)
Yang (阳
阳)
Chan (震
陰)
震)
 Yin(陰
Kin (乾
Yang (阳
乾)
阳)

14. Yuet(乙
乙)
15. Peng(丙
丙)

Kwan (坤
坤)
Kan (艮
艮)

Yang (阳
阳)
Yin(陰
陰)

16. Ding(丁
丁)
17. Kang(庚
庚)
18. San(辛
辛)
19. Yam(壬
壬)
20. Kwai(癸
癸)
21. Kin(乾
乾)
22. Kwan(坤
坤)
23. Kan(艮
艮)
24. Shun(巽
巽)

Dui (兌
兌)
Chan (震
震)

Shun(巽
巽)
Lei(离
离)
Ham(坎
坎)
Kin (乾
乾)
Kwan (坤
坤)
Kan (艮
艮)
Shun(巽
巽)

Yin(陰
陰)
Yin(陰
陰)
Yin(陰
陰)
Yang (阳
阳)
Yang (阳
阳)
Yang (阳
阳)
Yang (阳
阳)
Yin(陰
陰)
Yin(陰
陰)

12. Boar(亥
亥)

Yang- Kin/Kwan/Ham/Lei
Yin-Dui/Kan/Chan/Shun
Yam/Rat/Kwai-Yang

Ox/Kan-Yin
Tiger/Kap-Yang

Rabbit-Yin
Yuet/Dragon-Yang

Shun/Snake/Peng-Yin
Horse-Yang

Ding/Goat-Yin
Kwan/Monkey-Yang

Kang/Roster/San-Yin
Dog/Kin-Yang

Boar-Yin
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Double Mountain (for water mouth both incoming and outgoing)
1. Yam/Rat
2. Kwai/Ox
3. Kan/Tiger
4. Kap/Rabbit
5. Yuet/Dragon
6. Shun/Snake
7. Peng/Horse
8. Ding/Goat
9. Kwan/Monkey
10. Kang/Roster
11. San/Dog
12. Kin/Boar
Kin (Kap)
-Kin (Fu Pat), Kwan (Jue Men), Lei (Yam/Tiger/Horse/Dog-Wu Qu), Ham
(Kwai/Rat/Monkey/Dragon-Tan Lang)
Kwan (Yuet)
-Kwan (Fu Pat), Kin (Jue Men), Lei (Yam/Tiger/Horse/Dog-Tan Lang), Ham
(Wu Qu)
Ham (Kwai/Rat/Monkey/Dragon)
- Ham (Kwai/Rat/Monkey/Dragon-Fu Pat), Kin (Tan Lang), Kwan (Wu Qu),
Lei (Yam/Tiger/Horse/Dog- Jue Men)
Lei (Yam/Tiger/Horse/Dog)
-Lei (Yam/Tiger/Horse/Dog- Fu Pat), Kin (Wu Qu), Kwan (Tan Lang), Ham
(Kwai/Rat/Monkey/Dragon-Jue Men)
Chan (Kang/Boar/Rabbit/Goat)
-Chan (Kang/Boar/Rabbit/Goat-Fu Pat), Shun (Jue Men), Kan (Tan Lang),
Dui (Wu Qu)
Shun(San)
-Shun(San-Fu Pat), Chan (Jue Men), Kan (Tan Lang), Dui (Wu Qu)
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Kan (Peng)
-Kan (Peng-Fu Pat), Shun (Wu Qu), Chan (Tan Lang), Dui (Jue Men)
Dui (Ding/Snake/Rooster/Ox)
- Dui (Ding/Snake/Rooster/Ox-Fu Pat), Chan (Wu Qu), Shun (Tan Lang),
Kan (Jue Men)

Comment and letter are welcomed!
kerbykuek@gmail.com
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